
Office of the
Information Commissioner

Freedom oilnformotionjor Western AUStrolio

4 March 2021

Hon Adele Farma MLC

Chair

Standing Conrrnittee on Public Administration
Parliament House
Perth WA 6000

Dear Ms Farma

STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION - REPORT N0 34 -
CONSULTATION WITH STATUTORY OFFICE HOLDERS - RESPONSE To
RECOMMENDATIONS

I refer to the Standing Coriumittee on Public Administration's Report N0 34 'Consultation
with Statutory Office Holders' (the Report).

This letter is my office's response to recommendations 2 and 3 in the Report which relate to
the external review process conducted by my office under the Freedom of/,!formation nor
1992 (WA) orOI Act).

Our ref:

Response to recommendation 2

Recornmendation 2 provided that:

The IP!formqtio" Commissioner derc, 11 in Ihe Ex!er"@! Review Procedure the
circumstances ill which Ihe q6'ice of!he Ing/'ormotio, , Commissioner wowld consider
on eXchange of submissions to be OPPropriate.

After considering the Committee's above recoinmendation, my office has taken the following
steps:
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I. My office has prepared a new publication titled 'EXchange of submissions and
procedural fairness - External review guide for parties' . A copy of that publication is
enclosed. This new publication will shortly be published on my office's website.

2, Paragraph 2.11 of our 'External Review Procedure guide for parties' referred to at
3.29 of the Report, has been amended. That paragraph previously said:

Where it is considered appropriate, the Commissioner may provide dejails of
any submissions received to Ihe other parties to !he exrer, ?@I review.

Paragraph 2.11 will now say:

A1bert Facey House, 469 Welling ton Street Perth WA 6000
Telephone: (08) 65517888

Freecall (WA country): 1800 621244
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Web: https://WWW. oic. wagov. au



117tere it is considered ,IPPropria!e, Ihe Commissioner in@y provide details of
any submissions received 10 the o1herparties 10 the externol review. It is nor
the Commissioner 's us 3401proctice to provide each poro) with a coinp!ere copy
of e@ch other Is submissions.

That paragraph will include a reference and link to the above new publication,

This amended document will shortly be published on my office's website and provided to the
parties to external reviews conducted by my office.

Response to recommendation 3

Paragraphs 3.33 and 3.34 of the Report stated as follows:

The Committee 924esrio"ed whyp@71ies ore including exemp! ingiier in their
submissions io Ihe IP!formalion Commissioner, and wheiher such inclusion voids the
argt, merit tho! the ing/'orma!ion is exempi. The Informotio" Commissioner considers
that it does not. '

The FOI Act contemplates that the Infonnation Commissioner will, in the
course of dealing with a complaint, obtain infonnation from agencies about
documents or parts of documents claimed to be exempt: see section
70(I),.. which provides that 'In order to deal with a complaint the
Commissioner may obtain infonnation from such persons and sources, and
make such investigations and inquiries, as the Commissioner thinks fit',

The Commitiee nores that Ihis process inoy PM applicants or OPPel!ants at a
disodv@"tage, as Ihey ore tyren unable to mow the 11/11 extent of the other p@rty^ 's
argument. 01C could toke steps to improve procedi, '01/2zir, ,ess by issuing guidelines
that assist agencies to make submissions Ih@! coll be shored with on OPPlico"I.

Recoinmendation 3 in the Report then stated that:

The qtiice of the Information Commissioner develop guidelines to o83tst agencies in
developing submissions that are able to be shored.

I have considered the above recoinmendation. However, it is not practicable for guidelines of
this kind to be developed by my office. For an agency to satisfy its onus under section I 02(I )
of the FOIAct of establishing that a decision to refuse access to documents is justified, it can
be unavoidable that an agency's submissions contain exempt matter or matter that is claimed
to be exempt, As stated in my letter to the Cornmittee dated 2 November 2020, if an
agency's submissions contain exempt material or material claimed to be exempt, that material
is not disclosed to a complainant in accordance with my obligation under section 74 of the
FOI Act.

I acknowledge that this can place complainants at a disadvantage in endeavouring to make
meaningful submissions to me. However, the Supreme Court in Manly v Minis!DJ of Premier
and Cabinet (1995) 14 WAR 550, at 556-557, recognised the difficulties faced by



complainants and the constraints placed on the Colluiiissioner by such provisions in the FOl
Act but took the view that such provisions should be consumed strictly according to their
tenor.

Other recommendations relating to the F'01 Act

I note that recoinmnendations 4 and 5 in the Report collectively recoinmend that the Attorney
General undertake a review of the FOI Act, with public consultation, with a report to be
tabled in the Parliament of Western Australia before the end of 2023, and that this review
should specifically consider my office's previous recoinmendations regarding private
contractors who provide public patient services.

I will leave it to the Attorney General to respond to recoinmendations 4 and 5, as considered
appropriate, and will provide assistance to that review as requested, within my legislative
remit.

Yours sincerely

'/'~^VCc 1,210^'
Catherine F1etcher

INFORMATION COMMISSIONER

Copy to: Attorney General



EXchange of submissions and
procedural fairness
External review guide for parties

Office of the
Information Commissioner
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The Freedom oilnjormotion Act 1992 (WA) requires that the Commissioner ensure that
parties to an external review are given a reasonable opportunity to make submissions
to her. '

It is riot the Commissioner's usual practice to provide each party with a complete copy
of each other's submissions. Where it is considered appropriate, the Commissioner
may provide details of any submissions received to the other parties to an external
review.
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The guiding principle in deciding what details are relevant for the Commissioner to give
to the other party is procedural fairness. Procedural fairness requires the
Commissioner to ensure that a party who will be affected by her decision is given a
meaningful opportunity to be heard before a decision is made.

However, procedural fairness does riot require the Commissioner to give the parties
copies of all material and submissions given to her during the external review process.
Rather, it requires the Commissioner to inform a party who will be affected by her
decision of the nature and content of any material that is adverse to their interests
that is credible, relevant and significant to the decision to be made. ' That description
will not include information that is claimed to be exempt, as the Commissioner is riot
permitted to disclose this information. 4

" Section 70(41
2 See 2.11 of the 010s External Review Procedure - Guide for parties
' For further information, see the Supreme Court's decision in Lee v Deportment of He@Ith 120201 WASC 1.03, at
1461-t501 and t621-t751
' Sections 74/11 and (2)

EXchange of submissions and procedural fairness - External review guide for parties (February 2021)



External Review Procedure

Guide for parties

Office of the
Information Commissioner

Freedom of informotionjor Western AUStrol^^

This is a general guide to the procedures used by the Information Commissioner (the
Commissioner) when conducting an external review of an agencys decision under section
65 of the Freedom o11nformotionAct 1992 (WA) (the FOIAct).' In this guide the term
'Commissioner' may include the Commissioners officers' The term 'complainant refers to
the person who has applied for external review.

Whatis expected of you as a party?

The Commissioner expects all parties to an external review to be actively engaged in the
external review process.

This includes:

. participating in negotiations constructiveIy and flexibly in a genuine effort to resolve
the matter;

. being available to attend and participate in meetings and Conciliation Conferences;
and

. promptly providing additional information to the Commissioner when requested.
For agencies this will also include:

. preparing and providing documents to the Commissioner in a timely manner and in
a form that enables ready review of the documents.

The Commissioner usually deals with applications for external review in three stages, as
outlined below.

Stage , - Assessment

1.1 When a valid application for external review has been made, the Commissioner will
notify the parties in writing. If an agency has claimed an exemption under clause 3 or
clause 4 of Schedule I to the FOI Act, iris the ogenqy^ responsibility to notify any third
parties that an application for external review has been made to the Commissioner.

1.2 If the agencys notice of decision does riot comply with the requirements of section 30
of the FOI Act and does not contain sufficient reasons forts decision, the
Commissioner will require the agency to provide further information to justify its
decision. This may include preparing a schedule of disputed documents.

1.3 The Commissioner will usually require the agency to provide a complete copy of the
disputed documents and a complete copy of the agencys FOl file, together with a
Statement of Certification completed by an officer of the agency that states that the
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' The FOI Act refers to an application for external review as a 'complaint'.

External Review Procedure - Guide for parties (February 2021) Page I of 3



disputed documents produced are true and complete copies of the original
documents.

Stage 2 - Investigation

2.1 The Commissioner will usually make preliminary inquiries to determine whether it is
possible to resolve the matter by conciliation. It is essential for both parties to keep
an open mind at this point. Matters open to negotiation may include:

. the form of access that could be provided;

. charges that may be payable;

. the type of document required;

. whether information can be provided in another form; and

. whether the agency is prepared to exercise its discretion to disclose a document
that may be technical Iy exempt, if no harm is likely to follow.

2.2 The Commissioner may hold meetings with representatives of the agency and with the
complainant, separately or together, to:

. identify disputed documents;

. resolve inconsistencies; and

. clarify issues and reduce misunderstandings.

2.3 The parties to an external review may also be required to attend a compulsory
Conciliation Conference.

2.4 Where it is practicable and appropriate, the Commissioner will communicate with the
parties by email. Therefore, all parties should ensure that the Commissioners officer
assigned to their matter has been provided with a current email address that is
regularly monitored.

2.5 Agencies are expected to provide contact details of alternate officers where the
primary officer is riot available.

2.6 Complainants are also expected to notify the Commissioner of changes to any contact
details previously provided, in particular the postal address.

2.7 The Commissioner has the power to require any person to attend before the
Commissioner or to produce information or documents to the Commissioner that the
Commissioner considers relevant to the matter. Failure to comply with such a
requirement is an offence,

2.8 Parties are expected to comply with time frames set by the Commissioner, but may
seek extensions in exceptional cases. A request for an extension of time must be in
writing and include persuasive reasons as to why the time frame cannot be met.

2.9 If a complainant does riot respond to communications from the Commissioner in the
time frame set, the Commissioner may proceed on the basis that the complainant no
longer wishes to proceed with the external review and close the file.

2.10 If a complainant is unable to participate in the external review process because of
other commitments, they need to ensure that someone else is authorised to act on
their behalf, Alternatively, they can inform the Commissioner in writing of the reasons
for their unavailability so that consideration can be given to suspending proceedings,

External Review Procedure - Guide for parties (February 2021) Page 2 of 3



2.11 Where it is considered appropriate, the Commissioner may provide details of any
submissions received to the other parties to the external review. It is not the
Commissioner's usual practice to provide each party with a complete copy of each
other's submissions, 2

2.12 If the matter has not been resolved by this stage, after considering all of the material
and the disputed documents, the Commissioner may inform the parties of her
preliminary view of the matter, including reasons. Each party then has the option of
reconsidering their position and may withdraw or provide additional material in
support of its view,

Stage 3 - Final is at ion

3.1 If any matters remain in dispute, after considering any further information and
submissions, the Commissioner will formally determine the issues in dispute between
the parties.

3.2 The Commissioner informs the parties in writing of her final decision and the reasons
for it. The agency is then responsible for giving effect to the decision.

3.3 The Commissioner is required to have her decisions published in full or in an
abbreviated, summary or note form, The decisions are published at
httpS://WWW. oic. wa. gov. au.

3.4 It is the usual practice of the Commissioner to identify all of the parties to the external
review in the published decision. However, where the issues involve certain kinds of
sensitive or private matters, the Commissioner may decide not to publish the identity
of one or more parties in order to protect their privacy.

3.5 The Commissioner may also decide to stop dealing with any external review, which
does riot relate to a matter the Commissioner has power to deal with, or is frivolous,
vexatious, misconceived or lacking in substance.

3.6 An appeal lies to the Supreme Court on any question o110w arising out of a decision of
the Commissioner. That is, an appeal to the Supreme Court is riot a further full merits
review. There is no appeal to the Supreme Court in relation to decisions on a deferral
of access, imposition of charges, or the payment of a deposit, The Rules of the
Supreme Court stipulate the time within which an appeal can be lodged.

Office of the Information Commissioner

Phone: (08) 6551 7888
Free call (WA country): 1800 621244

Email: info@oic. wa. gov. au
Web: https://WWW. oic. wa. gov. au

Address: A1bert Facey House, 469 Wellington Street, Perth WA 6000

' See this office's publication 'EXchange of submissions and procedural fairness - Guide for parties (February
2021)
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